The National Centre for Biotechnology (CNB-CSIC) is organising the 10th Introduction to Research Bootcamp for students in the penultimate course of a university science or engineering degree. This Bootcamp welcomes not only students from traditional biological and medical disciplines, but also those keen on exploring biological research from diverse academic backgrounds such as engineering, chemistry, physics, or mathematics. This program aims to connect students with CNB scientists and provide an overview of the centre's research facilities.

To be eligible to participate, it is necessary that there is an educational cooperation agreement between your university and CSIC. You can find a list of universities with agreements at: 
https://www.csic.es/es/formacion-y-empleo/formacion-de-personal-investigador/grado/practicas-de-grado
In case of doubt, please contact your university’s administration.

The four-week practical training, requiring a dedication time of 25 hours per week during the mornings (between 9 am and 3 pm, some flexibility allowed), will take place from June 3rd to June 28th, 2024. Up to 12 students will be admitted, with registration fees waived for all participants.

During the program, students will participate in 88 hours of practical scientific internships within four research groups of different departments (one week in each group), attend 12 hours of seminars on current topics in life sciences, and interact with CNB researchers. Prospective candidates are encouraged to visit our website for information on our projects and research interests.

The completion of the Bootcamp subject to this call does not imply any type of contractual relationship between the beneficiary and the CNB. After a satisfactory completion of the Bootcamp, the CNB will issue a certificate of participation.

REGISTRATION
To apply, eligible candidates must submit a letter of motivation, academic transcript, and the completed application form by May 5th, 2024, via email to research.course@cnb.csic.es
APPLICATION FORM

FIRST NAME AND LAST NAME:

UNIVERSITY:

COURSE AND DEGREE SOUGHT:

AVERAGE MARKS (PLEASE ATTACH ACADEMIC TRANSCRIPT):